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Abstract 
Roof pavers are commonly installed with a cavity beneath the paver that develops an internal 
suction pressure. These cavity pressures reduce the net pressure felt by a roof paver subject to 
uplift. Paver-scale parameter effects are well-understood, in this study, the effects of 
changing building-scale parameters such as height, aspect ratio, afterbody length, small and 
large scale roof obstructions, and paver to roof size ratio on cavity pressures are investigated. 
To do so pressure measurements were taken at the University of Western Ontario’s Boundary 
Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory on a modular flat roof building model at four different 
heights with four different plan aspect ratios per height. It was found that size and shape of 
the separation vortices affect the pressure equalization capacity of the system. It was also 
found that the ratio of paver size to roof size greatly impacts the magnitude of peak pressures 
observed.  
Keywords 
Pressure equalization; roof pavers; cavity pressure; double layer cladding; wind loads; 
pressure distribution; flat roof; rooftop obstruction 
 
Summary for Lay Audience 
Roof pavers are a commonly installed roofing element. When they are installed, there is a 
cavity left between them and the roof deck beneath them. When oncoming wind flows over 
the roof, it creates a suction pressure on the top of the installed roof pavers. However, 
because air is also able to flow through the cavity under the pavers, there is also a suction 
pressure that acts on the bottom of the paver, which reduces the net uplift that a roof paver is 
subject to. This phenomenon of the cavity pressure reducing the net pressure felt by a paver 
is called pressure equalization. Previous studies have shown how paver scale parameters such 
as the gap width between pavers, cavity height beneath pavers, and the thickness of the paver 
affect the pressure equalization capacity of roof pavers. This study investigates how building 
scale parameters such as building height, windward area size, after body, roof obstructions, 
and  roof size in comparison with pave size affect the level of pressure equalization. 
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Chapter 1  
1 Introduction 
Roof pavers (Figure 1) are commonly used on flat roofs or podiums both as ballast and to 
provide access to areas that would otherwise go unused. They have many applications, 
including office buildings, commercial buildings, apartment complexes, and base areas in 
podium style high rise buildings. Roof pavers, along with solar panels and rain screen 
walls, are a multilayer cladding system. In a multilayer cladding system, a schematic of 
which is shown in Figure 2, there is always an inner and an outer layer. The outer layer is  
permeable, and between the two layers exists a cavity where the  air flows through. This 
is contrary to a traditional single layer cladding system, such as brick or glazing, that has 
a relatively  sealed outer layer.  
 
Figure 1. Sample Roof Paver Installation 
 
Figure 2. Schematic of air flow through roof paver system 
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Figure 3. Schematic showing effect of pressure equalization on net loading 
As one might expect, there is a significant difference between the aerodynamic loading 
properties of a multilayer roof cladding system and those of a single layer system 
(Birhane et al, 2019 Submitted). In a roof paver system, the external layer, or top of the 
roof paver, is subjected to the flow of wind over the roof of the building. As the wind 
flow separates from the building at its leading edge, it creates a vortex on the roof and the 
pavers are subject to strong uplift forces. However, the pressure distribution is spatially 
varying, and some of the external pressure is transmitted through the gaps between the 
roof pavers. This creates flow through the cavity under the roof pavers and transfers the 
external pressure from above the roof pavers to the cavity beneath it, a simplified 
schematic of which can be found in Figure 3. This phenomenon of transferring the 
external pressure to the internal cavity is known as pressure equalization. Pressure 
equalization has the potential to significantly reduce the net uplift force acting on roof 
pavers, which can result in the difference between a system succeeding or failing, making 
its understanding critical.    
  
So far, much of the research about roof pavers has focused on paver scale parameters, 
such as gap width and cavity depth height (Cheung and Melbourne, 1988; Gerhardt et al., 
1990; Bienkiewicz and Sun, 1992, 1997; Bienkiewicz and Endo, 2009; Oh and Kopp, 
2015). There have also been smaller scale tests performed on assessing the critical 
dislodgement wind speed for roof pavers (Kind et al., 1988; Gerhardt et al., 1990; Okada 
and Okabe, 1991). Another approach to reducing the potential hazards associated with 
high uplift forces on roof paver systems is the interlocking mechanism created by 
Wausau Tile Inc (Aly et al, 2012). The interlocked pavers respond to wind pressures as 
one, larger, roofing element as opposed to many smaller elements. It is known that 
increasing the effective wind area reduces the external pressure coefficient for that area 
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(ASCE 7-16). This happens because the extreme peak values are smoothed out by lower 
magnitude suctions which are not correlated with those peak suctions.  
 
When investigating the cavity pressure distribution and pressure equalization capacity of 
roof paver systems, it is often beneficial to perform tests at larger scales. This allows for 
all aspects of the roof paver system to be modeled adequately. In a roof paver system, 
there are many scales that all need to be resolved, ranging from the large building to the 
miniscule gaps between the roof pavers, which are usually around 5 mm in full scale. The 
literature shows that early tests were typically performed at scales of between 1:10 and 
1:25 and investigated the failure mechanisms of roof pavers and the effects of pressure 
equalization on uplift (Kind and Wardlaw, 1983; Kind et al., 1988). Bienkiewicz and Sun 
(1992, 1997) also performed tests at a 1:25 scale to determine that the ratio between 
paver gap width and cavity gap width is what controlled the pressure equalization of a 
roof paver system. The first 1:1 scale tests of a roof paver system were performed by Aly 
et al. (2012), which had three main advantages. First, the scaling effects, like any adverse 
effects caused by Reynolds number mismatch, were minimized. Second, the small details 
of the building components, such as the aforementioned 5 mm gap between the roof 
pavers, can be authentically reproduced without any distortion of results. Thirdly, testing 
at full scale allowed the authors to fully test the structural integrity of the actual building 
components and their mounting mechanisms. These tests resulted in the recommendation 
to use the interlocking mechanism produced by Wausau Tile Inc. Follow up tests were 
performed by Mooneghi et al. (2014) that investigated the effects of the ratio of paver 
edge gap to cavity depth. These tests also investigated the effect of various parapet 
heights on the pressure equalization capacity of the roof pavers. Testing was performed at 
a 1:2 scale, allowing for adequate representation of building component details. One wind 
direction (45o) was tested. Failure speed and pressure distributions were generated for 
each case. The findings confirmed previous studies and showed that increasing the cavity 
depth resulted in lower failure wind speeds for the roof paver system, meaning the system 
was less capable of equalizing the external uplift pressure. Further large-scale testing was 
performed at the WindEEE dome by Birhane et al. (2019, submitted). These tests 
compared measured peak external pressure coefficients on a bare roof with measured 
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peak net pressure coefficients on a permeable multi-layer roofing system to develop an 
air-permeability factor. Tests were performed at a 1:3 scale which allowed for reasonable 
modeling of the pavers, pedestals, gaps, and building. The results indicated that the air-
permeability factor due to paver-scale geometry, the sheltering effect of parapets, the 
shape effect of the bare roof, and the peak velocity pressure were all independent inputs 
when considering the wind effect on pavers.   
 
Another common occurrence of pressure equalization on roof elements can be seen on 
solar panels. Solar panels installed on flat roofs, especially those at a low angle, present a 
similar situation to roof pavers and have been studied quite extensively. To study the 
aerodynamics of flat roof-mounted solar panels, Kopp et al. (2012) performed a wind 
tunnel study on ground-mounted and rod-mounted solar panel arrays. Tests were 
performed on a 1:30 scale model, which allowed for a reasonable balance between 
building resolution and flow simulation. These tests demonstrated the effects that 
building-generated flow structures have on multilayer cladding systems: it was found that 
the separation vortex that occurs at the roof edge was larger than prescribed in the ASCE 
7-10 roof design guidelines. It was also found that the peak loads on the panels from 
winds in the Northern direction occurred after the flows had reattached along the roof. 
The authors concluded that for lower tilt angles, pressure equalization was the dominant 
aerodynamic loading mechanism. It was also found that the component-scale parameters 
that affect pressure equalization of roof pavers (gap width, cavity height, element size) 
are the dominant parameters for solar panels as well. Unlike roof pavers, however, there 
was a significant interaction between the cornering separation vortex and the array-
generated turbulence which significantly alters the flow field around roof-mounted arrays 
compared to ground-mounted. Kopp (2013) focused on determining the wind loads on 
low profile solar panels mounted on the flat roofs of large industrial buildings. Wind 
tunnel pressure tests were performed on a 1:30 scale model of solar panels installed at 
various tilt angles at different building heights on different plan section roof sizes. The 
author found that under cornering wind conditions, having a longer building wall results 
in larger suctions on the solar panels on the roof. This is due to the strengthening of 
vortices along the length of the building and having a continuous separation from the 
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building edge. It was found that normalizing pressure coefficients by the relative wall 
size almost collapsed into a single curve for each array geometry. Interestingly, the 
author noticed that the height and length normalization is a fairly robust parameter, even 
for cases of taller buildings with aspect ratios closer to 1:1. In order to better understand 
the flow around low-profile solar arrays that causes peak loads, Pratt and Kopp (2013) 
performed particle image velocimetry (PIV) measurements on the models tested in Kopp 
et al. (2012) and Kopp (2013). The previous studies had identified where peak loads 
occurred, but the aerodynamic effects leading to these peak loads were still unclear. 
These PIV tests were done along the centerline of the building to capture critical  air 
movements while also minimizing any out of plane effects. The separation bubble length 
was found to be fairly similar for the bare roof and low tilt angle cases, around 1.01h, 
where h is the height of the building. The mechanisms of peak loading for bare roof and 
low profile panels are shown to be due to the separation bubble and the associated vortex-
induced suction. The authors also point out that building size is an important parameter to 
consider when determining peak loads. As the building’s height increases, the size of the 
separation vortices increases as well. Therefore, if the panels remain the same size, the 
relative size of the separation vortex to the panel increases, which likely means that the 
correlations in pressures over the panel increases, leading to higher loads on the panel. 
Stenabaugh et al. (2015) also dealt with scaling issues in their test of photovoltaic 
systems mounted parallel to roofs of low-rise buildings. Similar to roof pavers, they 
found that solar panel pressure equalization capacity is enhanced by increasing the gap 
width between modules and lowering the cavity depth between the panels and roof.  
 
The reduction of net uplift on multi-layer cladding systems due to pressure equalization is 
included in some of the international design standards. In North America, ANSI/SPRI 
RP-2013, Wind Design Standard for Ballasted Single-ply Roofing Systems provides 
some guidance for designing against uplift of membrane roof systems that are ballasted to 
the roof deck. It also provides a procedure for calculating the blow-off failure wind 
speeds for loosely-laid stone and pavers. However, these guidelines are only applicable to 
low rise buildings with a height lower than 46 m. Also, when 3-second gust design wind 
speeds are greater than 63 m/s at roof height, the design guidelines are not applicable. For 
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those cases, it is recommended to use state-of-the-art wind tunnel testing facilities to 
design rooftop cladding. Neither ASCE 7-16 nor the National Building Code of Canada, 
NBCC 2015, include general reduction factors when using a multi-layer pressure-
equalizing system. However, ASCE 7-16 does recommend using approved test data or 
recognized literature for the specific type of air-permeable cladding being installed. The 
Australian/New Zealand Standard for wind loads (AS/NZS 1170.2, 2002) does give a 
general reduction factor for roofs with permeable external surfaces, granted that the solid 
to total area ratio of the system is between 0.99 and 0.999. The reduction coefficients 
range from 0.7-0.9 and are dependent on horizontal distance from the windward edge of 
the roof. The Building Research Establishment Digest, BRE 1989, and EN 1991-1-4 
(2005) also allow the use of a reduction factor when designing permeable building 
facades. Their allowable reduction is significantly larger than the AS/NZS 1170.2 
recommendations, allowing design pressures for the permeable rooftop system to be one-
third of what they would be in the same area for an airtight cladding system. 
 
Bienkiewicz and Sun (1992, 1997) and Bienkiwewicz and Endo (2009) showed that the 
governing parameter for pressure equalization is the ratio (G/H) of paver edge gap width 
(G) to cavity height (H). Solar panels are also sensitive the changes in the G/H ratio 
between and underneath modules (Stenabaugh et al 2015). On a component scale, the key 
to pressure equalization on roof elements appears to be to increase the porosity of the 
system (i.e. maximize G), while also increasing the flow resistance (Gerhardt and Janser, 
1994) and decreasing the volume of air that needs to be equalized (i.e. minimizing H). 
The above qualitative description was captured and expanded in an analytical model by 
Oh and Kopp (2014). The analytical model described in that paper was developed to 
simulate the time varying internal pressure distributions based on knowing the external 
pressure distribution. The model is based on one dimensional flow through the cavity and 
can be modified to have multiple openings, as long as the external pressure at that point is 
known. The crux of their model is a parameter 𝝋, which represents the ratio of pressure 
drop through the cavity to pressure drop through the orifice. When 𝝋 << 1, the pressure 
losses through the orifice dominate and the internal pressure distribution is flatter and 
lower in magnitude. In the case that 𝝋 >> 1, the losses through the cavity dominate, 
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which means that the internal pressure distribution is linear in nature and typically better 
matches the external pressure distribution, resulting in lower net wind loads on the panel.  
It has been shown that the literature regarding roof paver systems has led to a strong 
understanding of how variations in component-scale parameters affects the pressure 
equalization capacity and subsequently the failure wind speed of roof paver systems. 
However, there has not been as much research on how varying building-scale parameters 
affects the pressure equalization capacity of a roof paver system. It has been shown that 
increasing the level of turbulence in oncoming wind, which is one quantity affected by 
changing building height, results in decreased failure wind speed (Bienkiewicz and 
Meroney, 1988). The low-profile solar panel research done by Kopp (2013) has also 
shown that peak pressure coefficients (transformed to GCp values) depend on HL, the 
roof height of a nearly flat building multiplied by its length. PIV visualizations over solar 
panels, shown by Pratt and Kopp (2013), also show that the separation vortex height and 
reattachment length are dependent on the height of the building. Therefore, this study is 
necessary to investigate how these changing building scale parameters will affect the 
pressure equalization capacity of a model roof paver system.  
Wind loads on roof pavers are calculated by interpolating and integrating the pressures 
measured by pressure taps at locations on the roof. Because roof pavers are a double layer 
system, the most important quantity for design is the net uplift pressure that the panel is 
subjected to. As previously shown, these net pressures are calculated by subtracting the 
internal, or cavity, pressure from the external pressure measured at the same time and at 
the same location. In ideal conditions, those external and cavity pressures will perfectly 
equalize, resulting in no net wind load on the roof paver. However that is not how the real 
systems behave, and thus the current study is necessary to investigate how that pressure 
equalization capacity of the roof paver system is affected by changing various 
parameters.  
On the paver scale level, the effects of changing various parameters are well understood. 
As previously discussed, to mitigate the net uplift pressures on roof pavers it is best to 
increase the gap width between the pavers and to decrease the height of the cavity 
beneath the paver. Decreasing this G/H ratio results in better pressure equalization and 
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less net uplift (Bienkiewicz and Sun, 1992, 1997, Oh and Kopp, 2014). It was also found 
that having larger pavers with an aspect ratio of 1:1 will result in the lowest net pressure 
on the pavers (Bienkiewicz and Sun, 1997).  
While the effect of the paver scale parameters is well understood and accepted, there is a 
need for more research regarding how changing building scale parameters affects the 
pressure equalization capacity of the roof paver system. It is known that changing 
building scale parameters affects the characteristics of the separation vortex, and it has 
been seen that this results in changing wind loads on the roof. However, there have been 
no studies that parametrically change different building characteristics and assess their 
impact on the pressure equalization capacity of a roof paver system. The objective of this 
study is to address that knowledge gap and to provide a database for future wind tunnel 
and CFD studies to be compared against.  
This study investigates the effect of changing building-scale parameters of the pressure 
equalization capacity of a given roof paver system. In this study, 24 total building 
configurations are pressure tested in the Boundary Layer Wind Tunnel Laboratory 
Tunnel II at Western University. The test cases are comprised of 16 base configurations 
and 8 obstructed configurations. The different building-scale parameters tested in this 
study are building height, frontal blockage, afterbody length, and paver size to building 
size ratio. The effects of small (HVAC system representation) and large (Tower 
representation) obstructions were also studied.  These different parameters are compared 
against base configurations and conclusions for each parameter are drawn. 
The structure of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 1 provides an introduction to roof paver 
systems and a review of the current literature on roof paver pressure equalization. It 
identifies a knowledge gap in the past research outlines this studies plan to address that 
knowledge gap. Chapter 2 describes the experimental testing performed for this study. It 
gives an overview of the model creation and the wind tunnel testing procedure. In 
Chapter 3, the results of all the different parameters studied are presented along with 
possible explanations for their occurrence. Chapter 4 concludes the study by summarizing 
the results and discussing this study’s importance, limitations, and future application.  
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Chapter 2  
2 Methodology 
2.1 Model Base Design 
The model scale used in this experiment is 1:75. It was chosen because it would allow for 
adequate representation of building details without compromising the ability to produce a 
quality wind profile (Aly and Bitsuamlak, 2013). A smaller model scale would struggle 
to represent key architectural details while a larger model scale would make it difficult to 
generate an accurate boundary layer profile. Testing at a 1:75 scale also allows for a 
wider range of building scale parameters to be tested. In particular, the building size was 
designed to capture the full separation zone, even when the building is at its highest 
height. 
 
The structure being modeled in the wind tunnel tests (Figure 4) is a low to mid rise 
building. The building model consists of a solid wood base that supports a 3d printed 
double-layer roofing system. Both the base and the double-layer roofing system have 
been designed as modular, so that pieces can be quickly added or removed to change the 
building characteristics. The base model has plan dimensions of 50 m x 50 m in full 
scale, or 667 mm x 667 mm in model scale. To investigate the effect of plan aspect ratio 
on the pressure equalization capacity of the model, base pieces and panels are removed to 
create the desired building dimensions. For example, to convert the model from a 1:1 
aspect ratio to a 1.5:1 aspect ratio, two roof panels and the corresponding section of the 
base are simply removed and the model is attached back together. Designing the model as 
such allows a quick and cost-effective way to test the multitude of configurations 
required in this study. Also of interest in this thesis is the effect of building height on 
pressure equalization. To most effectively vary the height, the building model was 
designed so that pieces of the walls could be added or removed, and the entire building 
could be raised and lowered. This allowed for rapid and precise height variations, which 
showed how the height and aspect ratio of the building affects its pressure equalization 
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capability. A full list of base building dimensions tested can be found in Tables 1 and 2 
below.  
 
 
Figure 4. Visualization of 16 non-obstructed test cases 
Table 1. Base Model Dimensions Tested 
Building Length 
(mm) 
Building Depth 
(mm) 
Building Height 
(mm) 
Plan 
Aspect 
Ratio 
4L 4L H 1:1 
4L 4L 2H 1:1 
4L 4L 4H 1:1 
4L 4L 6H* 1:1 
2.67L 4L H 1:1.5 
                                               
* It was not possible to recreate the full 6H configuration without creating blockage issues. Therefore, the 
largest building height was modeled at slightly less than the full 6H. 
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2.67L 4L 2H 1:1.5 
2.67L 4L 4H 1:1.5 
2.67L 4L 6H* 1:1.5 
2L 4L H 1:2 
2L 4L 2H 1:2 
2L 4L 4H 1:2 
2L 4L 6H* 1:2 
L  4L H 1:4 
L  4L 2H 1:4 
L  4L 4H 1:4 
L 4L 6H* 1:4 
 
 
Table 2. Definitions of lengths and heights 
Symbol 
Model Scale 1:75 
(mm) Full Scale  (m) 
4L 667 50 
2.67L 444 33.3 
2L 333 25 
L 167 12.5 
H 80 6 
2H 160 12 
4H 320 24 
6H* 450 33.75 
 
The challenge with creating a fully modular system was balancing sturdiness and stability 
of the model with ease of adjustment. Also, to minimize their effect on the aerodynamics 
of the structure, it was decided to keep all connections between pieces of the base on the 
inside of the model. Figure 5 shows what the overall interior of the wall looked like.  
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Figure 5. Model Construction Details 
 
The base building model was created by attaching 40 individual panels together. To 
adjust the height of the model, a component was designed to be attached to panels 
vertically adjacent to each other. This component, shown above in Figure 5, was screwed 
separately into both the upper and lower panels of the base and a pin was inserted into the 
component to hold them together. The pin was tight enough to resist any separation 
during testing but was able to be pulled out between tests so that entire levels of the 
model could be removed and tests could be performed at different heights for the same 
aspect ratio.  
 
 
To change the width of the building, a different type of component was developed. In this 
case, 3d printed components, also shown above in Figure 5 were screwed into 
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horizontally adjacent pieces of the base and pins were inserted into the newly formed 
bracket to hold the pieces together. Because tests were planned to start with the full size 
building and remove pieces along the way, screws were installed to be accessed from the 
rear of the building where they could be removed without having to flip the entire model 
over or take it fully apart each time. Because the model was completely modular, each 
section of the base needed brackets installed into them, and these brackets also needed to 
be compatible with the front and rear walls because they were in contact during the 
higher aspect ratio configurations. All gaps between panels were sealed with tape before 
testing. 
2.2 Model Panel Design 
The model tested herein was designed to represent a typical roof paver system, such as 
the one discussed in Aly et al (2012). The roof pavers in that study had dimensions of 61 
cm by 61 cm in plan. They had a thickness of 5.1 cm. The gap width between pavers was 
0.5 cm and the cavity height between the underside of the pavers and the roof deck was 
30 cm. As previously discussed, the building tested in this study was designed at a 1:75 
scale to capture the effects of all of the desired building scale parameter changes. 
Unfortunately, this translates to a less than perfect representation of the roof pavers 
themselves (Figure 6). To perfectly represent the roof paver system in Aly et al (2012), 
the gap width between the pavers would need to be 0.06 mm thick, whichis not possible 
to manufacture. To work around this issue, the panels were designed to have an array of 
3969 holes 1.5 mm in diameter spaced at 10 mm in each direction from each other. That 
array of holes, shown in Figure 7, results in porosity of 1.7%, the same as the full-scale 
roof paver system in Aly et al (2012). These holes allow for a reasonable representation 
of a roof paver system for the purposes of this work. As previously mentioned, the paver 
scale parameters controlling pressure equalization are well understood so this work is 
focused on how the building scale parameters change the systems pressure equalization 
capacity. 
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Figure 6. Roof with paver layout  
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Figure 7. Roof with same porosity using representative holes 
 
Figure 8. External pressure tap configuration 
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Of paramount importance in the design of this model was controlling unwanted leakage. 
The primary location of concern for leakage was around the pressure taps (Figure 8). 
There were concerns that if the roofing system models were machined out of two flat 
pieces of plastic and then attached together, it would be difficult to be confident that after 
pressure taps were attached to the model, the holes they were put through were 
completely sealed around them, especially in the middle of the panels. To combat this 
issue, it was decided that the panels should be 3d printed, or “grown”, all as one piece to 
be certain that no air could leak through unwanted. A slice view of the panels showing 
this can be seen in Figure 9. Figure 9 shows the permeable outer layer, the cavity, and the 
sealed base layer. The continuous pressure taps are shown extending from the exterior 
surface through the cavity and base layer.  
 
Figure 9. Slice view of model roof paver system panel 
The second location of leakage concern was at the joints between the roofing system 
panels. To control this, the joints were printed with a thin overlapping section between 
them and then taped on the top to ensure a complete seal.  
 
Another priority during the 3d printing process was to prevent panel warping. Panel 
warping occurs when a thin 3d printed object cools unevenly, causing differing stresses 
throughout the material. To maintain the similarity of the multilayer system at a 1:75 
scale, it was necessary to push the 3d printers ability to print thin members to the absolute 
limit. At a 1:75 scale, the corresponding paver thickness of the variety tested in Aly et al 
(2012) would be only 0.68 mm, which would be both very brittle and impossible to print 
the overlap detail discussed above. Therefore, it was decided that increasing the panel 
thickness to 1.6 mm would improve the quality of the model without drastically 
sacrificing results.  Birhane et al. (2019) study of paver scale aerodynamics has shown 
that this magnitude of thickness change does not have significant impact on the pressure 
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equalization.. Another strategy used to prevent panel warping was to add more columns 
or attachments between the porous and base layer of the roofing system. The pressure tap 
tubes that were grown from the top piece through the bottom act as a structural support 
for the system, but in areas where the tap density is lower there is not adequate anti-
warping support. So, an even distribution of pieces was added, with a few extra 
components installed around high risk areas like the edges. Along with preventing panel 
warp, these added members also modeled the posts that roof pavers are installed on top 
of. This increased the cavity flow resistance to a more realistic level, therefore increasing 
the quality of the results. Another limiting factor of the 3d printer was the maximum size 
of the panels it would be able to print. The insert type 3d printer had maximum panel 
dimensions of around 250 mm x 500 mm, so to accommodate this constraint, panels were 
split in half lengthwise so that they would be printable.   
 
A potential issue with 3d printing the pressure taps through the two layers of the roofing 
system is that they were not all printed to the same dimensions. After printing, some of 
the pressure tubes were partially blocked with excess material. To fix this problem, each 
pressure tap was first drilled all the way through with a drill bit corresponding to the 
internal diameter of the pressure tap tubes. This was to ensure a consistent flow of air 
through the tube and into the tap. Following that, the bottom-most portion of the “grown” 
pressure tubes was drilled into by a drill bit the same size as the exterior diameter of the 
pressure taps. This was to allow the pressure tap tubes to fit snugly into the panels. 
Finally, they were glued into place to guarantee their stability and to prevent leakage. 
 
It was determined that measuring the pressure coefficients at the bottom of the cavity as 
opposed to directly on the underside of the porous layer itself would be an adequate 
representation of the cavity pressure. Doing so was advantageous because it allowed the 
panels to be printed together, thus minimizing leakage, and because it would have been 
impossible to print a panel with the tap running through the upper layer: the resulting 
product would have been too thin. The reasons why this was deemed to be an acceptable 
compromise are as follows: First, the flow within the cavity of a roof paver system is 
typically modeled by the flow between two parallel plates (Oh and Kopp, 2014). Thus, in 
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that type of flow, the flow near the upper and lower boundaries are generally very 
similar, which means that there should not be much variation between the pressure 
measured at the bottom of the cavity and the underside of the pavers. Also, the purpose of 
this study is to identify trends and better understand the physics of pressure equalization 
under changing building scale parameters. These results were not meant to be used 
directly in the design of roof paver systems, but rather to provide a roadmap for future 
study. Therefore, because these internal pressure measurements are similar to those on 
the underside of the pavers and because they are consistent over all test configurations, 
they are enough to give good insight into effects of changing the building.  
2.3 Roof Flow Obstruction Elements 
At the time of writing, all previous studies of roof paver loading and pressure 
equalization have been conducted on flat roofed buildings. These buildings have ranged 
from basic square models (Aly et al, 2012; Asghari Mooneghi et al, 2014, Birhane et al. 
2019) to representations of the TTU building (Bienkewicz and Sun, 1992; 1997). Those 
tests are very valuable, and have allowed for a great understanding of how paver scale 
parameters affect the pressure equalization capacity of a roof paver system. However, 
they do not necessarily represent the rooftop geometries of real buildings that roof pavers 
are installed on. In reality, the roofs of low-rise buildings are not flat like these idealized 
cases, but rather, they have some imperfections that obstructs the flow such as rooftop 
equipment etc. Thus, two types of obstructions, one large and one small, were added to 
the roof of the building as shown in Figure 10 and the corresponding effects on wind 
loads and pressure equalization were found.  
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Figure 10. Isometric view of test configurations with roof top obstruction 
 
The large-scale impedance was designed to represent one scenario where roof pavers are 
commonly applied: a podium and tower style building. Some condominium and hotel 
buildings are using roof pavers to open up these podium areas and use them for 
swimming or gathering areas. This can add value to a building by using space that was 
previously uninhabited. However, one can imagine that the presence of the large tower on 
the podium will influence the formation and structure of the separation vortices 
responsible for the peak loads on the roof paver system. 
 
Hence, an obstruction representative of such a tower was created and placed at two 
locations on the roof, shown in Figure 8. The large, tower style obstruction was designed 
to have model scale dimensions of 333 mm x 333 mm in plan x 0.5 m tall, corresponding 
to 24.98 m x 24.98 m in plan and 37.5 m in full scale. The plan dimensions of the tower 
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represent half of the plan dimensions of the base in the 1:1 aspect ratio case. This 
corresponds to the tower blocking 25% of the roof area in plan. The height of the tower 
was deemed to be sufficient to represent a high rise building while keeping the blockage 
of the wind tunnel below 5% as per ASCE 7-49 (2012) recommendations.  
 
The other type of obstruction included in this study is of a smaller scale. In this case, the 
addition to the flat roof is of the magnitude of that caused by an HVAC penthouse, 
storage unit, or stair access. These types of impedances are common on the roofs of low-
rise buildings, and in these cases the roof pavers might simply be used as ballast for the 
roofing system rather than to make a location accessible. This small obstruction was also 
placed at three typical locations on the roof, as shown in Figure 10. The HVAC- style 
impedance was created with model scale dimensions of 150 mm x 150 mm in plan by 40 
mm tall. This corresponds to dimensions of 11.25 m x 11.25 m in plan and 3 m height in 
full scale. With these dimensions, the small-scale obstruction covers 7.5% of the 1:1.5 
aspect ratio roof area in plan and its small thickness does not lead to any blockage issues 
when the height of the building is adjusted. This obstruction is tested at more heights than 
the large-scale obstruction, because this case is likely to appear on taller structures 
whereas the large-scale obstruction will only likely be applicable to smaller building 
heights. A full listing of the configurations including obstructions can be seen in Table 3. 
Table 3. Configurations tested containing obstruction 
Building Length 
(mm) 
Building Depth 
(mm) 
Building Height 
(mm) 
Aspect 
Ratio Obstruction 
4L 4L 2H 1:1 L, FC 
4L 4L 2H 1:1 L, FM 
2.67L 4L 2H 1:1.5 S, C 
2.67L 4L 4H 1:1.5 S, C 
2.67L 4L 2H 1:1.5 S, FC 
2.67L 4L H4 1:1.5 S, FC 
2.67L 4L 2H 1:1.5 S, FM 
2.67L 4L 4H 1:1.5 S, FM 
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Table 4. Definitions of obstruction size and location 
Symbol Definition of the obstruction 
S Small Obstruction 
L Large Obstruction 
C Obstruction in Center 
FC Obstruction at Front Corner  
FM Obstruction at Front Middle 
 
The obstructions were cut out of Styrofoam to the specifications shown in Table 3. They 
were attached to the building model in one of two ways, depending on which location the 
obstruction was at. When the obstruction was placed at the front corner or front middle of 
the building, brackets were used to secure the obstruction to the exterior of the roof. One 
screw was inserted into the Styrofoam block, and another was drilled into the base of the 
model. This allowed for the transfer of loads directly into the base, which minimized the 
loading on and any potential deflection of the panels. Then, the perimeter of the contact 
between the block and the roof panels was sealed with gorilla tape to prevent any airflow 
through that area. The obstructions located at the center of the roof were attached to the 
top of the panels with a double-sided adhesive. Again, the perimeter was sealed as shown 
in Figure 11 to prevent airflow and provide slightly more support against the wind as 
well. 
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Figure 11. Small obstruction attachment at center of building roo 
 
Figure 12. Wind tunnel test setup 
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Figure 13. Pressure tap tube connections 
2.4 Development of Profile 
The tests described herein were performed in Wind Tunnel II at the Boundary Layer 
Wind Tunnel Laboratory at Western University. The high speed test section of Wind 
Tunnel II has a cross section of 3.4 m wide by 2.4 m high at the location of the model. 
The tunnel has an upstream fetch of 39 m. The base, small obstruction, and large 
obstruction configurations of the model inside the tunnel, as it was positioned during 
testing can be seen in Figure 12. The interior of the model including the pressure tap 
connections to the tubes is shown in Figure 13. It should be noted that for every 
configuration the blockage ratio of the tunnel never exceeded the recommended value of 
5% (ASCE 7-49, 2012). The profile for testing was designed to model open terrain.  
Current building codes typically define open terrain as having an aerodynamic roughness 
length of between 0.01 – 0.05 m. The target test profile was generated by using 
Engineering Science and Data Unit (ESDU) (2005) values for open terrain with an 
aerodynamic roughness length, z0, value of 0.03.  
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Both the generated and target mean wind velocity and streamwise turbulence intensity 
profiles can be found in Figure 14. The mean velocity profile has been normalized by the 
highest building height (33.75m full scale, 450 mm model scale) assuming a model scale 
of 1:75, the reference wind speed in these tests is approximately 15 m/s. Figure 14 shows 
a reasonable match between target and generated turbulence intensity, and the target and 
generated mean wind velocity profile. The profile used in this study is the same profile 
used in the development of the UWO contribution to the NIST database discussed at 
length in Ho et al (2005). The profile has since been used in multiple larger-scale studies, 
especially on the testing of solar panels (Kopp et al, 2012; and Kopp, 2013). While it is 
ideal to match the target mean wind profile perfectly, when testing large-scale low rise 
buildings, it is more important that the streamwise turbulence intensity profile matches 
the target (Ho et al, 2005). The major reason for this is because it is the turbulence 
structures present in the wind that dictate the flow structure and separation vortices 
around the model.   
 
Figure 14. Mean velocity (a) and longitudinal turbulence intensity (b) profiles  
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2.5 Data Acquisition 
Tests were performed from 0o to 90o in 15o increments for the base (no obstruction) cases 
and from 0o to 360o in 15o increments for the cases with obstructions on the roof. Each 
configuration was tested for 150 seconds in the wind tunnel, which corresponds to about 
an hour in full scale time assuming a velocity scale of around 1:3. The pressure scanner 
system recorded pressure measurements at a rate of 400 Hz in model scale per channel. 
The pressure coefficients measured in this testing were referenced to a height above the 
model where the flow was not disrupted by the model. The pressure coefficients were 
then converted to their correct height based on the measured mean velocity at that height.  
 
The peak values shown throughout the study have been calculated by using the Sadek and 
Simiu (2002) method. The Sadek and Simiu (2002) method calculates peaks based on the 
measured frequency distribution of the pressure coefficients and calculates a peak value 
based on that. This results in a more stable estimate than either the observed peak or peak 
factor (Davenport 1971) calculation methods.  
2.6 Air-Permeability Factor 
As previously described, wind loads on porous, double-layer roofing systems can be 
reduced when the external uplift pressure is transmitted to the cavity beneath the roofing 
elements. This process is known as pressure equalization, and it has been shown to 
reduce the net loads on the component by many of the studies discussed in Chapter 1. As 
this thesis is interested in describing the pressure equalization capacity of a system under 
various geometric conditions, it is important to define a parameter that can be used to 
quantify that capacity.  
A standard way to represent pressure equalization, and the system used in this thesis, is 
the air-permeability factor, or APF, introduced by Birhane et al (2019). The APF 
represents the ratio of the peak net pressure experienced at a point to the peak external 
pressure at that same point for each configuration. Shown as an equation, APF  is 
expressed as: 
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𝐴𝑃𝐹	 = 𝑚𝑎𝑥*+	,+,-./ 𝐶𝑝2,4567𝐶𝑝5,4567  
This quantifies the ability of the system to equalize the strong suction forces that can 
cause failure of elements. In this work, a lower APF value corresponds to a system that 
has a better pressure equalization capacity than a higher APF value. 
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Chapter 3  
3 Results and Discussion 
3.1 Validation 
This chapter presents the results of the wind tunnel pressure tests performed on the 
building model and discusses the significance of those results. The building-scale 
parameters discussed in this chapter includes: height, frontal blockage, afterbody length, 
and paver-size to building size ratio. Also included in this chapter are the results of the 
tests with small and large obstructions on the roof of the building.  
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Figure 15. Comparison between GCp values (top), APF values (bottom) from 
Birhane et al. (2019, submitted) (left) and the current study (right) 
 
 
To validate the results presented in this study, the GCp values found for the 4L4L1H case 
of the current study are compared to the values reported by Birhane et al (2019) (Figure 
15). The roof paver system used in Birhane et al (2019) was designed to represent the 
system tested by Aly et al. (2012). The Aly et al. (2012) system was also the basis for the 
design of the roof paver system in the current study. The Birhane et al. (2019, submitted) 
study building was created at a 1:3 scale with full scale plan dimensions of 6.6 m by 6.6 
m and a full scale height of 3.6 m. This building is smaller than the building tested in the 
current study. The configuration tested from this study has plan dimensions of 50 m x 50 
m and a height of 6 m. The shape of the corner vortices is similar between Birhane et al. 
(2019, submitted) and this study, although when normalized by the building height the 
present study corner vortices are larger. This is likely due to the larger building plan 
dimensions in the current study. The GCp values for the current study are also larger than 
they are for Birhane et al. (2019, submitted). There are two potential reasons for this. 
First, the building plan dimensions for the current study are significantly larger than they 
are for the Birhane et al (2019, submitted) tests. Second, the roof paver size to building 
size ratio for the two tests are different. The Birhane et al. (2019, submitted) paver to roof 
size ratio is much larger than the ratio of the current study. As will be shown in this 
study, larger roof paver size to building size ratios result in lower GCp values than 
smaller roof paver size to building size ratios. Considering this, the match between the 
current study and previous studies of the same target roof paver system was deemed to be 
adequate.  
The APF values reported in Birhane et al. (2019, submitted) were also compared to the 
APF values found in the current study (Figure 15). The shape of the APF plots were very 
similar, but the APF values found in the present study were found to be consistently 
higher than the values reported in Birhane et al. (2019, submitted). This is likely because 
of the higher porosity (4%) of the Birhane et al. model compared to the current study 
(1.7%). 
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3.2 Effect of Building Height 
The first parameter investigated in this study is the effect of changing the height of the 
model building, while keeping the plan aspect ratio of the building constant. Changing 
the height of the building does many things at the same time. First, as the height of a 
building increases, the wind at roof height becomes less turbulent. This can lead to 
changed loading patterns and loads on the roof as the oncoming flow has higher 
correlated structures within it. Second, the larger frontal blockage creates a larger 
separation vortex which results in larger areas of high suction.  
 
Figure 16. Envelope GCp contour plots for 1:1 aspect ratio building at four heights 
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Figure 17. Envelope APF contour plots for 1:1 aspect ratio building at four heights 
To investigate how changing the height of the building affects the exterior and interior 
pressure distributions on the roof pavers system, GCp (Figure 16) and APF (Figure 17) 
contour envelopes were plotted for all four building heights at each plan aspect ratio. The 
GCp envelopes shown in Figure 16 show a clear pattern. As the height of the building 
increases, the corner separation vortices grow proportionally larger and have larger areas 
of maximum suction. The lower magnitude uplift center roof zone also gets smaller and 
smaller as the building gets larger. Interestingly, there does not appear to be much of a 
difference between the GCp values of the 4H and 6H* cases, which could indicate an 
upper limit on roof separation vortex size. The APF envelopes (Figure 17) show a similar 
pattern to the GCp envelopes (Figure 16). For the lower building heights, the high APF 
zones in the roof corners and edges do not extend far into the middle of the roof, but 
rather seem to stay closer to the edges of the roof. For the higher building height cases, 
the higher APF zones expand and take up a larger area, which shrinks the low APF center 
roof zone. 
Another way to visualize the comparison of APF values as the height of the building 
changes is by plotting the APF values along the centerline of the building for each case 
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(Figure 18). Figure 18 shows that as the height of the building increases, the APF value 
of the system decreases. This means that at higher building heights, the roof paver system 
is better at equalizing the uplift pressure than lower heights. One possible explanation for 
this is that the lower turbulence in the oncoming flow at higher heights allows it to better 
transmit into the cavity and equalize the external pressure on the pavers. 
 
Figure 18. Centerline Air-Permeability Factor for varying height configurations 
3.3 Effect of Frontal Blockage 
Similarly to changing the height of the building, changing the width of the leading edge 
also alters the blockage area of the windward face of the building. In this case, however, 
the building stays at the same height, which means that the turbulence in the wind profile 
at roof height is the same for all cases. This isolates the frontal blockage area as the sole 
changing parameter and clearly shows its effect on the roof pressures.  
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Figure 19. APF contour plots for changing frontal blockage cases at constant height  
 
Figure 20. GCp contour plots for changing frontal blockage cases at constant height 
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To clearly show the effect that frontal blockage has on the APF and GCp values, contour 
plots of APF (Figure 19) and GCp (Figure 20) were compared for the 2H 0o AOA cases. 
Figure 19 shows that as the frontal blockage decreases, APF values can become greater 
than 1. This is especially evident in the 1L4L2H case, where APF values are as high as 
1.4 at the leeward side of the building. This means that the cavity pressure is actually 
positive, and pushes against the underside of the roof pavers, leading to the net pressure 
coefficients being higher than the external pressure coefficients. The GCp envelopes 
(Figure 20), however, show that this will likely not result in uplift failure of the roof 
pavers in that zone. The GCp values (Figure 20) show that the separation vortex for each 
configuration extends approximately the same distance along the roof surface, validating 
Pratt and Kopp (2013) theory that the separation vortex length is primarily dependent on 
the height of the building. Figure 20 also shows that the GCp values in the reattachment 
zone, where APF is greater than 1, are not as large as the GCp values near the leading 
edge of the roof.  
 
The centerline APF values (Figure 21) show a similar story when each building height is 
plotted together. The shape and magnitudes of the centerline APF values are very similar 
when the flow is separated. Once the flow reattaches, the smaller frontal blockage cases 
experience an effect where the cavity pressure becomes positive and the APF values 
become greater than 1.  
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Figure 21. Centerline Air-Permeability Factor for 2H changing leading edge 
configurations 
3.4 Effect of Afterbody Length 
The third parameter being investigated is the effect of keeping the windward face of the 
building constant and altering the length of the afterbody behind the building. These tests 
will show how the different building depths affect the separation vortex development and 
the corresponding external, internal and net loads. It is important to note that each of 
these cases have the same windward frontal blockage area.  
 
Figure 22. APF plots for changing afterbody length at constant height 
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Figure 23. Cp contour plots for changing afterbody lengths at constant height 
 
The APF (Figure 22) and GCp (Figure 23) contours shown above describe the effect that 
changing the afterbody length of a building has on its pressure equalization capacity. The 
APF contours show that APF values are highest at the leading edge of the roof and they 
generally increase as the distance from the leading roof edge increases. The size of the 
high APF zone appears to be relatively constant across each of the changing afterbody 
configurations. As previously discussed, this is likely because these tests were performed 
at a constant building height and the size of the separation vortex is directly related to 
building height. The Cp contours (Figure 23) show that both the size and magnitude of 
the uplift zone remain constant across all afterbody lengths. Thus, the reattachment 
phenomenon causing the APF values greater than 1 in the previous section appears to 
occur only when the afterbody of the building is much greater than the width of the 
building. This is a potential area of further investigation for future studies.  
 
The centerline APF plots (Figure 24) and (Figure 25) show APF values plotted along the 
length of the building, with all four afterbody building lengths plotted together. Figure 24 
shows the centerline APF values plotted against the length of the building, but where the 
length of the buildings are all normalized by 4L. This shows how similar the separation 
vortices are for each configuration. Figure 25 shows the centerline APF values all 
normalized by their own building length. This plot shows that for each configuration 
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except for 4L, the centerline APF values decrease at approximately the same rate along 
the entire length of the building. 
 
 
Figure 24. Centerline Air-Permeability Factor for changing afterbody length cases 
 
 
Figure 25. Centerline Air-Permeability Factor for changing afterbody length cases 
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3.5 Effect of Small Rooftop Obstructions 
It is common for flat roofed buildings to have cooling towers, HVAC systems, or other 
small-scale obstructions on their roof. The effects of these systems on pressure 
equalization and component wind loading can be imagined but have never been studied 
and quantified. The small-scale obstruction cases were shown in Figure 10 above. The 
contour plots in Figure 26, Figure 27, Figure 28, and Figure 29 show the effect that small 
obstructions have on APF and GCp values.  
 
Figure 26. Envelope APF plots for 2H small obstruction configurations  
 
Figure 27. Envelope APF plots for 4H small obstruction configurations 
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Figure 28. Envelope GCp plots for 2H small obstruction configurations 
 
Figure 29. Envelope GCp plots for 4H small obstruction configurations 
 
Figure 26 and Figure 27 show the effects that small obstructions have on the APF values 
for the given roof paver system. It is seen that for the C, or center obstruction 
configurations, the presence of the obstruction appears to decrease APF values in the 
immediate vicinity of the obstruction. The FC, front corner, and FM, front middle, 
configurations however appear to increase the APF values locally around the obstruction. 
This is likely due to the flow being already reattached to the building when it reaches the 
obstruction. Because the flow is reattached, it is then blocked by the obstruction and 
pushed downwards into the roof paver system. The presence of the small obstruction 
appears to decrease the magnitudes of the GCp values (Figure 28, Figure 29) in the 
vicinity of the obstruction. This phenomenon is especially visible in the FC configuration 
where the formation of the bottom-right corner vortices appears to be noticeably 
decreased due to the presence of the obstruction.  
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The centerline APF values for this parameter (Figure 30) include the base, front corner, 
front middle, and center configurations. The base, FM, and C configurations all have 
similar separation vortex area APF values, but the FC case has much higher APF values. 
This is likely due to the FC configuration having extra frontal blockage that produces an 
irregular, larger separation vortex. Also, the C case has a significantly reduced APF value 
immediately in the lee of the small obstruction.  
 
Figure 30. Centerline Air-Permeability Factor for configurations with obstruction 
 
3.6 Effect of Large Rooftop Obstructions 
In many cases, roof pavers are used on the podium of a high rise building to provide 
access to a landscaped or recreational area. In these cases, the large tower near the roof 
pavers has a clear influence on the flow structure of the wind near the podium. This 
model, shown in Figure 10, represents that case and investigates how different large 
obstruction locations affect the pressures acting on the roof.  
The mean and peak centerline Cpe values, shown in Figure 31 and Figure 32 differ from 
the base 4L4L2H case in a few ways and the presence of the obstruction is certainly 
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the FC, or Front Corner, position. The FM, or Front Middle, position also causes larger 
magnitude Cpe values than the base case, but they are not quite as high as the FC case. 
This is likely due to the fact that the wind splits to go around the FM obstruction whereas 
in the FC case a more coherent separation vortex can be formed. The internal pressure 
distributions for both the FC and the FM configurations are very similar, as shown in 
Figure 33 and Figure 34. They are both consistently flat over the entire depth of the 
building, whereas the base case has a clear trend toward zero. Due to the flat distribution 
of the internal pressures, the mean and peak Cpn values for the obstructed cases, shown 
in Figure 35 and Figure 36 follow a similar trend to the mean and peak Cpe values. The 
FC case still has the largest magnitude Cpn values, followed by the FM case, and then the 
base case.  
 
Figure 31. External mean centerline pressures for configurations with large 
obstructions 
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Figure 32. External peak centerline pressures for configurations with large 
obstructions 
 
Figure 33. Internal mean centerline pressures for configurations with large 
obstructions 
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Figure 34. Internal peak centerline pressures for configurations with large 
obstructions 
 
Figure 35. Mean net centerline pressures for configurations with large obstructions 
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Figure 36. Peak net centerline pressures for configurations with large obstructions 
3.7 Effect of Paver-size to Building-size Ratio 
The air-permeability factor (APF), previously defined above and by Birhane et al., (2019, 
submitted) is the ratio of the peak measured net pressure at a location to the 
corresponding measured external pressure at that location at the same instant. The APF is 
a measure of how well the external pressure acting on the roof pavers is equalized by the 
system when it is subject to its highest net load. This value is highly dependent on the 
paver scale details (Bienkiewicz and Sun, 1992, 1997; Stenabaugh et al. 2015; Birhane et 
al. 2017). Partly due to the geometry of the system tested, this study reports higher 
magnitudes of APF values than previous studies. The focus of this study, however, is not 
the magnitude of the APF values for various cases, but rather the variation of the APF 
values between different building and obstruction configurations. The APF values were 
calculated over the area of ASCE 7-16 roof zone 3. This zone was chosen because it is 
where the most critical uplift pressures occur. However, when the area of the uplift 
resisting system was larger than the roof zone, APF values outside of zone 3 were 
included in the calculation. 
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The APF plots shown in Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the trends in APF that occur as 
the different building scale parameters change. The APF values are plotted against the 
System L to Building L ratio and the base configuration at four different heights is 
plotted (Figure 37) and the 2H small obstruction configurations are plotted (Figure 38). In 
the 0.01 case, the APF values don’t change very much based on the plan aspect ratio of 
the building. For the system studied, it appears that the APF in zone 3 is typically around 
0.9-0.95. This value remains fairly constant until the roof paver system L to building L 
ratio gets to between 0.4-0.8, with lower building heights dropping off faster because of 
their reduced zone 3 size. Then, the APF values begin to creep up as they are averaged 
over larger area. This is due to the separated flow reattaching to the building and causing 
the cavity pressure to turn positive, meaning that it increases, rather than decreases, the 
net load on the roof paver system. The 2H small obstructed configuration (Figure 38) has 
APF values that do not drop off as much with area averaging as the base configurations 
do. It is most clear by looking at the 0.1 system to building L ratio. For the base 
configurations, the highest APF value is around 0.84. For the 2H small obstruction 
configurations, the highest APF value is around 0.95.  
 
 
 
Figure 37. Zone 3 APF values for 2.67L4L configurations 
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Figure 38. Zone 3 APF values for 2H small obstructed configurations 
 
GCp values are used in ASCE 7-16 to calculate component and cladding pressures. The 
APF plots show how well the system equalizes external pressure, and the GCp values 
show how that equalization capability translates into actual loading on the pavers. Unlike 
the Cpe, Cpi, and Cpn values discussed above, GCp values are calculated based on 3-
second gust speed. Thus, peak Cpn values for each configuration were changed to their 
corresponding 3-second gust magnitudes by the process described in St. Pierre et al 
(2006).  In each figure below, the maximum magnitude ASCE 7-16 zone 3 GCp values 
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largest magnitude values. A trend that can be seen in the GCp plots shown in Figure 39 is 
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larger areas. It is shown that not only does the magnitude of GCp values change as the 
paver-size to building-size ratio changes, the spread between worst and best angle of 
attack changes as well. The effect of the presence of the small obstruction on the GCp 
values is shown in Figure 40 below. For this configuration, the presence of the 
obstruction does not appear to change the magnitude of the GCp values significantly 
compared to the base case. It does, however, delay the effect of area averaging until the 
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roof paver system has a larger size relative to the building. In the base configuration, the 
peak GCp values begin to decrease after the 0.02 system to building ratio. In the 
obstructed cases, the drop off doesn’t occur until between a 0.08 to 0.12 system to 
building ratio.  
 
 
Figure 39. Zone 3 GCp values for 2.67L4L configurations 
 
 
Figure 40. Zone 3 GCp values for 2H small obstructed configurations 
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The most visible effect shown in the APF and GCp figures above is the effect of area 
averaging. As the size of the paver system increases, the magnitude of the maximum APF 
and GCp values decrease. This is due to the diminishing correlation between values as 
the distance between them increases. Thus, the largest magnitude values are combined 
with lower values to decrease the average intensity acting over the area. This effect is 
important to remember during large scale testing of roof pavers. In many of those tests, 
the paver system length is greater than 10% of the length of the building. As shown in the 
figures above, this results in paver GCp values that are lower than would be experienced 
when the paver system is smaller relative to the building size. These lower GCp values 
are not only attributed to pressure equalization but to area averaging as well. Thus, 
reduction factors based on those studies should be calculated based on either area 
averaged external and net pressures or point external and net pressures, not a combination 
of both. The effect of roof paver system size to building size is clearly shown for the 
4L4L2H case in Figure 41, Figure 42, Figure 43, Figure 44, Figure 45, and Figure 46 
below. As the roof paver uplift resisting system size becomes a larger proportion of the 
building size, the peak uplift magnitudes on the system decrease. 
 
Figure 41. Peak GCp value distribution for System L / Building L = 0.01 
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Figure 42. Peak GCp value distribution for System L / Building L = 0.025 
 
Figure 43. Peak GCp value distribution for System L / Building L = 0.05 
 
Figure 44. Peak GCp value distribution for System L / Building L = 0.1 
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Figure 45. Peak GCp value distribution for System L / Building L = 0.2 
 
Figure 46. Peak GCp value distribution for System L / Building L = 0.33 
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Chapter 4  
4 Conclusion 
This study investigated the effect of building scale parameters on the air-permeability 
factor of a roof paver system. The base building model was configured for four plan 
aspect ratios at each of four heights. Then, a small-scale obstruction was added at three 
different locations to two of the base configurations. Following that, a large obstruction 
was attached to the building at two different locations to one base configuration. The 
results of the tests have been discussed above and are summarized below.  
 
The air permeability of a system was clearly shown in the centerline and area averaged 
plots to increase as the height of a given building with consistent plan dimensions 
increased. When the frontal area of a building changes, the air permeability of a roof 
paver system is similar at the leading edge, but as the flow reattaches to the buildings 
with smaller widths it creates positive internal pressure that results in APF values that are 
greater than 1. Changing the afterbody length of a building does not appear to affect the 
APF values along its centerline. However, as shown in the area averaged APF curves, 
decreasing the building height and increasing the aspect ratio of the building do seem to 
result in worse pressure equalization in the system. As well, this decrease of pressure 
equalization does not result in larger GCp values due to smaller separation vortices 
created by the smaller building.  
 
The presence of small, HVAC style, obstructions does not appear to significantly affect 
the peak GCp values acting on the system. There is a slight change in centerline values 
due to the obstruction, but the magnitudes of those pressures are still smaller than the 
peak magnitudes at other wind angles of attack. The large-scale obstructions significantly 
worsen the pressure equalization capacity of the roof paver system, but the presence of 
the large obstruction still results in decreased GCp values compared to the base 
configuration.  
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This study also shows the importance of the paver size to roof size ratio and how the 
magnitude of GCp and APF values will change based on that ratio. When a paver is small 
relative to the separation vortex created by the building, the paver experiences a uniform 
uplift pressure. This results in higher APF and GCp values because there is no reduction 
due to area averaging. Therefore, this parameter is one that should be included in future 
large-scale studies, so that the results can be compared better to each other.  
 
The current study is limited by the 3d printer’s ability to recreate the scaled proportions 
of the roof paver system. The system is an adequate but imperfect representation of the 
target roof paver system.  Also, although the roof paver system was shown to be a 
reasonable match for the target roof paver system, it may not be representative of other 
roof paver systems. If a roof paver system with different paver-scale parameters (Gap 
width, cavity height, thickness) is to be used, further research may be necessary. This 
study is also limited by the number of building configurations that were tested. While the 
24 configurations are a significant number, they do not capture every possible roof 
configuration.   
 
This study has provided a good starting point for future building-scale parameter pressure 
equalization research. Further wind tunnel testing can be done to investigate additional 
approaching wind profiles. This study only included an open terrain profile, but future 
studies can be done considering more exposure categories such as suburban or urban. 
Potential future research could also investigate the effect of surrounding buildings on the 
pressure equalization capacity and wind loading of roof paver systems. Many roof paver 
systems are installed on buildings in urban areas, where surrounding buildings have a 
significant impact on the oncoming wind flow field. The results presented in this thesis 
can also be used to validate future CFD studies. CFD can be used to investigate many 
more configurations for a much lower cost than the wind tunnel. CFD test results, when 
validated with the current study, could provide a useful database for design engineers and 
architects.  
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This study identified the need to investigate building-scale parameters effect on the air-
permeability of roof paver systems. It explained the model creation and testing 
methodology and provided results of the parametric study. The significance of those 
results was explained, and future application of the research was identified. 
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Appendix A 
 
Figure A - 1 GCp envelope of 0-90 AOA for 1:1.5 aspect ratio configurations at 
various heights 
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Figure A - 2 GCp envelope of 0-90 AOA for 1:2 aspect ratio configurations at 
various heights 
 
Figure A - 3 GCp envelope of 0-90 AOA for 1:4 aspect ratio configurations at 
various heights 
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Figure A - 4 APF envelope of 0-90 AOA for 1:1.5 aspect ratio configurations at 
various heights 
 
Figure A - 5 APF envelope of 0-90 AOA for 1:2 aspect ratio configurations at 
various heights 
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Figure A - 6 APF envelope of 0-90 AOA for 1:4 aspect ratio configurations at 
various heights 
 
Figure A - 7 External mean centerline pressure distribution for 1:1 plan aspect ratio 
building with varying heights 
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Figure A - 8 External peak centerline pressure distribution for 1:1 plan aspect ratio 
building with varying heights 
 
Figure A - 9 Internal mean centerline pressure distribution for 1:1 plan aspect ratio 
building with varying height 
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Figure A - 10 Internal peak centerline pressure distribution for 1:1 plan aspect ratio 
building with varying heights 
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Figure A - 11 Net mean centerline pressure distribution for 1:1 plan aspect ratio 
building with varying heights 
 
Figure A - 12 Net peak centerline pressure distribution for 1:1 plan aspect ratio 
building with varying heights 
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Figure A - 13 External centerline mean pressure distribution for configurations with 
varying windward face area 
 
 
Figure A - 14 External centerline peak pressure distribution for configurations with 
varying windward face area 
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Figure A - 15 Internal centerline mean pressure distribution for configurations with 
varying windward face area 
 
Figure A - 16 Internal centerline peak pressure distribution for configurations with 
varying windward face area 
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Figure A - 17 Net centerline mean pressure distribution for configurations with 
varying windward face area 
 
Figure A - 18 Net centerline peak pressure distribution for configurations with 
varying windward face area 
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Figure A - 19 External centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody 
lengths 
 
 
Figure A - 20 External centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody 
lengths 
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Figure A - 21 Internal centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody lengths 
 
 
 
Figure A - 22 Internal centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody lengths 
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Figure A - 23 Net centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody lengths 
 
 
Figure A - 24 Net peak centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody 
lengths 
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Figure A - 25 Mean external centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody 
lengths 
 
Figure A - 26 Peak external centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody 
lengths 
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Figure A - 27 Mean internal centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody 
lengths 
 
Figure A - 28 Peak internal centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody 
lengths 
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Figure A - 29 Mean net centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody 
lengths 
 
 
Figure A - 30 Peak net centerline pressure distribution for varying afterbody 
lengths 
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Figure A - 31 External mean centerline pressures for configurations with small 
obstructions 
 
Figure A - 32 External peak centerline pressures for configurations with small 
obstructions 
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Figure A - 33 Internal mean centerline pressures for configurations with small 
obstructions 
 
Figure A - 34 Internal peak centerline pressures for configurations with small 
obstructions 
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Figure A - 35 Net mean centerline pressures for configurations with small 
obstructions 
 
 
 
Figure A - 36 Net peak centerline pressures for configurations with small 
obstructions 
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Figure A - 37 Zone 3 APF values for 4L4L configurations 
 
 
 
Figure A - 38 Zone 3 APF values for 2L4L configurations 
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Figure A - 39 Zone 3 APF for 1L4L configurations 
 
 
Figure A - 40 Zone 3 APF values for 4H small obstructed configurations 
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Figure A - 41 Zone 3 APF values for 2H large obstructed configurations 
 
 
 
 
Figure A - 42 Zone 3 GCp values for 4L4L configurations 
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Figure A - 43 Zone 3 GCp values for 2L4L configurations 
 
 
Figure A - 44 Zone 3 GCp values for 1L4L configurations 
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Figure A - 45 Zone 3 GCp values for 4H small obstructed configurations 
 
 
Figure A - 46 Zone 3 GCp values for 2H large obstructed configurations 
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